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In 2001, at forty-seven, Thomas DeWolf was astounded to discover that he was related to the most

successful slave-trading family in American history, responsible for transporting at least 10,000

Africans to the Americas. His infamous ancestor, U.S. senator James DeWolf of Bristol, Rhode

Island, curried favor with President Jefferson to continue in the trade after it was outlawed. When

James DeWolf died in 1837, he was the second-richest man in America. When Katrina Browne,

Thomas DeWolfâ€™s cousin, learned about their familyâ€™s history, she resolved to confront it

head-on, producing and directing a documentary feature film, Traces of the Trade: A Story from the

Deep North. Inheriting the Trade is Tom DeWolfâ€™s powerful and disarmingly honest memoir of

the journey in which ten family members retraced the steps of their ancestors and uncovered the

hidden history of New England and the other northern states. Their journey through the notorious

Triangle Trade - from New England to West Africa to Cuba - proved life-altering, forcing DeWolf to

face the horrors of slavery directly for the first time. It also inspired him to contend with the

complicated legacy that continues to affect black and white Americans, Africans, and Cubans today.

Inheriting the Trade reveals that the Northâ€™s involvement in slavery was as common as the

Southâ€™s. Not only were black people enslaved in the North for over two hundred years, but the

vast majority of all slave trading in America was done by northerners. Remarkably, half of all North

American voyages involved in the slave trade originated in Rhode Island, and all the northern states

benefited. With searing candor, DeWolf tackles both the internal and external challenges of his

journey - writing frankly about feelings of shame, white male privilege, the complicity of churches,

Americaâ€™s historic amnesia regarding slavery - and our nationâ€™s desperate need for healing.

An urgent call for meaningful and honest dialogue, Inheriting the Trade illuminates a path toward a

more hopeful future and provides a persuasive argument that the legacy of slavery isnâ€™t merely a

southern issue but an enduring American one. â€œTom DeWolfâ€™s deeply personal story, of his

own journey as well as his familyâ€™s, is required reading for anyone interested in reconciliation.

Healing from our historic wounds, which continue to separate us, requires us to walk this road

together.â€• - Myrlie Evers-Williams, civil rights leader, chairman emeritus of the NAACP (1995-98),

and author of The Autobiography of Medgar Evers, Watch Me Fly, and For Us, the Living

â€œInheriting the Trade is like a slow-motion mash-up, a first-person view from within one of the

countryâ€™s founding families as it splinters, then puts itself back together again.â€• - Edward Ball,

author of Slaves in the Family --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I had seen a video of the family's journey of discovery. What courage one must have to take a

journey that was common for an 18th century ancestor who happened to deal in slave trading. The

early DeWolf was the prosperous New England captain of a ship that traded in slaves and "other

goods". I had already heard Thomas DeWolf's cousin James speak about the journey, so perhaps

my less-than-spectacular reaction to the book was because of repetition. A reader fresh to the story

will probably be more engaged. A New England family, proud of its rich heritage, has a few

descendants willing to delve into this 18th century saga with a journey that traced their ancestor's

trading route. There are photos and personal impressions of this journey. Furthermore, the family

has founded an organization to share its ties to this horrid part of our history in hopes that it will aid

in the healing process as people acknowledge this bit of our collective past. Some of my ancestors

were lumbermen and ship builders in Maine, so perhaps they were a part of this trade as well. The

whole American economy was built on the backs of these people from Africa, a fact we do not

respect enough. The descendants who survived slavery have much to be proud of when the history

is examined. They are the strongest of the strong among us, a light in the journey of America.

I think that it's great that DeWolf's family wants to confront their family history as descendants of a

former slave trader who made an incredible amount of money from it, but this book was definitely a

disappointment. It left me wondering what DeWolf and his family got out of their journey, and

honestly I don't think they really learned that much. This was an opportunity for them to

acknowledge slavery, in a personal way that most Americans choose not to today and I don't think

that there was any real takeaway for the family as a whole.We grow up learning and understanding



certain things in everyday life, especially when it comes to interacting with other races. I appreciate

the effort of the DeWolf family to try and change this by traveling to other countries where they were

able to interact with other cultures but I don't think that writing a book about it was necessary. At

points, I felt like there were moments when I should have felt pity as a reader, but in the end I only

questioned the reason why I was reading this book more. It may be worth a look for some, but there

are definitely better ways to spend your time.

Having read Edward Ball's "Slaves in the Family," I was interested in learning what another family

felt about their heritage. The DeWolf family members' journey to understanding the legacy that

underpinned their wealth and success led to the jarring realization that every one of us has

benefited, in some way, from the slave trade. None of us can say "It was long ago and I wasn't a

part of it." We were and still are. Journeying from the ostentatious wealth of the 18th century

DeWolfs to the slave pens in Ghana to the sugarcane plantations in Cuba, the narrator shares how

he came accept this truth.Angels Unaware

This is a story of a family descended from Rhode Island slave merchants. The author is a member

of the extended DeWolf family who joins an effort to understand their past and try to find some

redemption.They don't find much of a silver lining, although the author does some soul-searching

and learns that he is a member of a very privileged group: White and male. Later in the book he

recounts a painful lesson regarding his own sexism when he is accused of making unwanted

advances on a female coworker, which was the result of a kind of ignorance that comes with

accepting one's elevated status without humility. Also, DeWolf considers the thorny question of

reparations and concludes that repair makes more sense than indemnification.A main point of the

book is that many people were involved in the slave trade, and that a huge portion of Rhode

Islanders benefited from it (by selling to the traders, etc.). The evil of importing slaves is thoroughly

explored as the DeWolf descendants journey to Africa and visit the slave dungeons. The horrors of

the Middle Passage are described, and the family members feel guilty.This book illustrates the

participation of Northerners in the slave trade. The audiobook is clearly read by the author.

Very interesting and enlightening story.

I really wanted to like this book, but I have to agree with the other one-star reviewers. It was

self-indulgent and navel-gazing in the extreme, with way too much angst and far too little history.



I send kudos to the DeWolf family members who decided to make public what could have remained

a private shame. By standing up and being counted in the struggle against racism they offered a

way for many of us to heal. A large part of the wound of slavery are the overt and covert acts of

cruelty that dominated the trade and still dominates the behavior of whites to this day. I want to join

in the dialogue the Family of Ten has begun. Their website is also deeply affecting.

This is a rare find. For a family to acknowledge and go back in their history to understand as much

as possible their ancestors involvement in the slave trade is truly remarkable. The story is told well

with clarity about what the trade was actually all about. This is not a 'Southern' book about slavery,

but a book that sites a major part of slave trade in Bristol, Rhode Island. It is a sensitive, fair, and

thoughtful book for everyone.
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